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A Voice In The Wind
A Voice in the Wind (Mark of the Lion) [Francine Rivers] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. This classic series has already inspired nearly 2 million readers, but both loyal fans
and new readers will want this 20th anniversary edition of a Christian classic
A Voice in the Wind (Mark of the Lion): Francine Rivers: 9781414375496: Amazon.com:
Books
“The city was silently bloating in the hot sun, rotting like the thousands of bodies that lay where
they had fallen in street battles.” With this opening sentence, A Voice in the Wind transports
readers back to Jerusalem during the first Jewish-Roman War, some seventy years after the death of
Christ. Following the prides and passions of a group of Jews, Romans and Barbarians living at the ...
A Voice in the Wind by Francine Rivers
A Voice in The Wind is a Christian Fiction with religious themes that are heavily pronounced. There's
no way around them. Religious beliefs, customs, biblical analysis, and Christian theories saturate
this story from top to bottom and every crevice in-between.
A Voice in the Wind (Mark of the Lion, #1) by Francine Rivers
The first book in the bestselling Mark of the Lion series, A Voice in the Wind brings readers back to
the first century and introduces them to a character they will never forget—Hadassah. Torn by her
love for a handsome aristocrat, this young slave girl clings to her faith in the living God for
deliverance from the forces of decadent Rome.
A Voice in the Wind by Francine Rivers, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
A Voice in the Wind (1993) is a novel by Francine Rivers, and the first book in the Mark of the Lion
Series.. Synopsis. It is the story of a young Christian-Jewish slave named Hadassah living under the
Roman Empire. When Hadassah is captured by Roman soldiers, her entire family is killed.
A Voice in the Wind - Wikipedia
A Voice in the Wind This is an amazing, moving story that takes place during the Roman Empire,
after the death of Jesus. Although fiction, the author gives a very interesting and insightful glimpse
into this famous era of history. This is a Christian novel, but do not think this is a light read.
A Voice in the Wind (Audiobook) by Francine Rivers | Audible.com
Book Trailer from Francine River's book A Voice in the Wind. Set in 70 A.D. Rome. - created at
http://animoto.com
A Voice in the Wind
A Jewish slave girl uses the only weapon she has---the gospel of Christ---to battle the immorality of
the crumblingculture around her. Torn by her love for a handsome aristocrat, Hadassah clings to
faith in a living God for deliverance from the forces of decadent Rome. #1: A Voice in the Wind
(9781414375496) by Francine Rivers
#1: A Voice in the Wind: Francine Rivers: 9781414375496 - Christianbook.com Christian Books, Bibles, Gifts & more. - Christianbook.com
A Voice in the Wind is one of my all-time favorite books. Hadassah's journey was convicting,
encouraging, challenging, and absolutley beautful. Rivers does her research giving fascinating
insight into life in Rome and Ephesus during the times of the early Christian church.
Tyndale | A Voice in the Wind
Welcome to “A Voice In The Wind”. We are excited to have you join us! We want to encourage you
to share your writings, poems or photographs. God wants to be a voice through you! Our prayer is
that you enjoy and are lifted up by the submissions that are published here by other women just
like you! Please be sure to comment! One Voice
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